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Foreword

April 2013

Dear Readers,

Welcome to the first quarter 2013 edition of CCIM Quarterly Market Trends. The report provides timely 
insight into major commercial real estate indicators for core income-producing properties. It is produced by 
the National Association of Realtors   in association with and for members of the CCIM Institute, commercial 
real estate’s the global standard for professional achievement. 

This first quarter 2013 edition features commentary from Lawrence Yun, Ph.D., NAR chief economist, and 
George Ratiu, manager of NAR’s quantitative and commercial research. It also includes a survey of CCIM 
members that illustrates transaction trends in local markets. My thanks to the CCIM members who took the 
time to participate in the survey and share their local market knowledge and expertise.   

The good news is that the economy continues to grow and support a strengthening commercial real estate 
market. I hope that CCIM Quarterly Market Trends provides an economic and market perspective that helps 
you to move forward in your business.

Sincerely,

Wayne D’Amico, CCIM
2013 CCIM Institute President
wdamico@ccim.net

®
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U.S. Economic Overview

To open with the conclusion, here is the Outlook:  No 

fresh recession in 2013.  Sequestration, even if not 

reversed, is not large enough to tip the economy onto 

a declining path.  However, it will certainly hold back 

short-term growth this year, possibly setting a better 

long-term foundation for future economic expansion 

as the runaway deficit gets its due attention.  

The U.S. GDP will be chugging along at a slow speed 

of 1.5 to 2.0 percent.  The fourth quarter slowing in 

the economy was driven by the one-time factors of 

very large defense spending cuts (after a surprisingly 

high defense spending during the third quarter) and 

by rapid depletion of business inventories.  Even with 

the sequester, defense spending will only moderately 

decline and businesses will look to restock their 

inventories.  The extension for another year of bonus 

expensing of business equipment will also help 

private aggregate demand to recovery.   Consumer 

spending meanwhile has definitively turned positive, 

though the ending of the temporary payroll tax 

reduction will cause the all-important consumer 

demand to be a bit reticent.  Consumer spending 

growth is expected to be at 2 percent in 2013.  

Legal and regulatory uncertainties remain on major 

fronts, probably slowing the economic expansion 

to some degree.  Many aspects of the Dodd-Frank 

legislation have yet to be implemented.  Also, lending 

to large corporate businesses has grown, but lending 

to small businesses has actually declined.  Finally, the 

new Affordable Health Care Act, more commonly 

known as Obamacare, will slowly make its impact on 

business decisions starting this year in anticipation of 

a 2014 start date.  

Despite the uncertainties, however, the momentum 

of the economy appears to be building.  The 

housing sector will make a positive impact in 2013 

from two factors: (1) rising home sales and new 

home construction and (2) higher home prices 

and a commensurate rise in household wealth.  In 

addition, companies and banks are flush with cash.  

Finally, exports have been rising a bit faster than 
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U.S. Economic Overview

imports, leading to some narrowing in the trade 

deficit.  Therefore, it is conceivable that the speed of 

economic growth may pick up to 3 percent by 2014, 

which would mean a first field-goal success for the 

Obama Administration next year.    

The reason for using the field goal analogy is that 

the long-term historical GDP real growth rate in 

America has been 3 percent.  Using the number 

3 as a reference point, at least half the time, the 

economy scores a field goal.  In rare instances, even 

a touchdown is celebrated, as last happened in 1984 

when GDP grew at very fast 7.2 percent.  Compared 

to these norms, the economic performance since the 

turn of the century has been quite disappointing.  

Under George W. Bush’s term, only two field goals 

were made in eight years, and President Obama has 

yet to make a field goal.

EMPLOYMENT

The anticipated subpar GDP growth in 2013, 

nonetheless, still means some job creation.  In fact, 

from the low point in early 2010, 5.5 million net new 

payroll jobs have been added to the economy.  All 

these additional workers create demand for office 

space, industrial space, retail space, and apartment 

units. Precisely because of these jobs the net 

absorption rates across all commercial property types 

have been rising, albeit modestly.  The consequent 

falling vacancy rates, in light of the virtual standstill 

in construction of new commercial buildings, have 

r e c e n t l y 

begun to 

push up rents.  

We still need 

to be mindful 

that 8 million 

jobs were lost 

during the Great Recession, so we have recovered 

only 70 percent of jobs that were lost.  In addition, 

there has been the usual flow of high school and 

college graduates entering the labor force looking 

for work.  The nearly 8 percent unemployment rate 

is a testament to the current not-normal economic 
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conditions, though it has come down from a 10 

percent rate few years ago.  Because of the slow 

GDP growth, job creation will only barely outpace 

labor supply growth.  Hence the high unemployment 

rate will persist: forecast at 7.6 percent by yearend 

2013, and at 7.4 percent in 2014.

INFLATION

The exceptionally low interest rate environment has 

also helped push up property prices.  The very low 

yields on safe assets, such as U.S. Treasury bonds and 

certificates of deposits, have forced investors to look 

for higher yielding assets.  Commercial properties 

with solid rents have therefore attracted investors in 

the past few years.  The bidding-up of commercial 

real estate prices has lowered the cap rates.      

According to NACREIF, property prices have surged 

back, well off the bottom though still with a ways 

to go before recapturing the prior peak levels.  As 

can be seen in the following graphs, the apartment 

sector has made the strongest recovery while the 

industrial sector has been the laggard.

Price data from Green Street Advisors show an even 

faster price recovery, though the data are limited 

to larger metro markets and expensive Class A 

properties.

U.S. Economic Overview
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As to interest rates, there is no further room to move 

down.  The change will be in only one direction, 

and that’s up.  The only question is, by how much 

and how fast?  The Federal Reserve has publicly 

stated its desire to hold the short-term borrowing 

costs at essentially zero till 2015, or at least until the 

unemployment rate gets down to more desirable 

levels (to 6 percent and change).  Low inflation is 

fortunately permitting the Fed to pursue ultra-loose 

monetary policy.  Consumer price inflation was 

clocking at only 1.6 percent in January, though the 

rent component has been rising at a faster rate of 

2.7 percent.  The cost-of-living adjustment for social 

security check recipients is likely to be around 2 

percent in 2013.  

No inflation means no need to raise interest rates.  

However, the Fed does not directly control the 

longer-date bond yields.  The 10-year Treasury 

is likely to have already touched the absolute 

bottom and will be steadily inching up.  From the 

current 1.9 percent, the 10-year Treasury yield is 

U.S. Economic Overview
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forecasted to rise 2.2 to 2.5 percent by the end of 

2013.  Somewhat higher interest rates are likely to 

prevail in 2014 and 2015.  

Commercial practitioners therefore need to be 

very mindful of this trend as many commercial real 

estate loans are priced off the 10-year Treasury rates.  

Another point of focus should be on inflation in 

upcoming years.  Inflation looks to be tame at about 2 

percent in 2013.  However, as the economy continues 

to improve, and because of the huge monetary 

stimulus already injected into the economy, the 

consumer price index looks to rise in 2014 and may 

even reach 5 percent by 2015, which would be twice 

the preferred inflation rate by the Federal Reserve.  

Though headline inflation is essentially invisible as of 

early 2013, it’s already primed to rise. 

The consumer price index was unchanged in January 

and was also essentially unchanged for the past 4 

months.  From 12 months ago, the CPI was up a tame 

1.6 percent.  However, one important component of 

inflation continues to menace on the higher side.  

Apartment rents were 2.7 percent higher from one 

year ago and the murky owner-equivalent rents were 

up by 2.1 percent.  

The latter is a 

hypothetical 

figure of the 

rent that a 

homeowner 

would charge to rent out their home.  Over time, the 

owner-equivalent rent should rise comparably with 

the apartment rent, which means owner-equivalent 

rent could be rising in the months ahead.   

U.S. Economic Overview
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Furthermore, apartment rent as measured by private 

organizations like Reis is showing faster growth than 

as measured by government statisticians.  Keep 

in mind that the rent component is the biggest 

weight, comprising nearly 30 percent, of the overall 

consumer price index.  

Based on February rises in energy prices, the 

upcoming CPI will inevitably show an upward trend.  

The rising rent for renters and homeowners will 

further put upward pressure on overall consumer 

prices.  Higher inflation will mean higher interest 

rates automatically, independent of the Fed, because 

the lenders will want to be compensated for the loss 

in the purchasing power of the borrowed money.

Reversing the effects of quantitative easing in order 

to limit inflation will be difficult, first due to the 

political pressure of not killing off economic recovery, 

and second due to the $3 trillion in accumulated 

mortgage backed securities and government bonds 

on the Fed’s balance sheet.  Higher interest rates 

mean the market values of these securities will be 

falling, thereby forcing the Fed to report financial 

losses.  Political heat will rise tremendously at that 

point. (Many economists would say that the losses 

can be justified in light of profits generated for the 

Treasury by the massive purchases of assets using 

freshly printed money in the past few years and 

more importantly from the need to resuscitate the 

economy after the Great Recession.)

EMPLOYMENT DATA

Delving a bit deeper into the employment data, 

the manufacturing sector has added 109,000 net 

new jobs over the past 12 months ending January.  

Construction jobs rose by 102,000, though mostly 

related to residential home construction.  The 

wholesale trade sector added 107,000 net new jobs, 

while the retail trade sector added 213,000.  

Supporting commercial office demand, jobs in 

the Finance and Insurance sector rose by 81,000, 

while the Professional Business Services category, 

U.S. Economic Overview
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(accountants, lawyers, consultants, etc.) added 

467,000 jobs.  

The health care sector added 320,000 net new jobs, 

while the leisure/hospitality industries contributed 

an additional 332,000 jobs as discretionary spending 

increased.    

Meanwhile, all government jobs fell by 74,000 over 

the past year, with most of the cuts occurring at the 

state and local level.  From a peak in 2006, state and 

local governments have shed over 600,000 jobs 

cumulatively.  

The federal government over the same period 

(excluding Census workers) added approximately 

50,000 jobs.

BUSINESS INVESTMENTS

Part of the weakness in the broader economy to 

date can be attributed to soft business spending in 

relation to profit growth.  Large corporations have 

plenty of cash on hand – in fact, after-tax corporate 

profits reached a record high of $1.9 trillion in 2012.  

Profits look to be even higher in 2013, which partly 

explains the current boom in the stock market.  By 

comparison, profits had peaked at $1.1 trillion in the 

pre-recession year of 2006.  

Despite large cash holdings, business investment 

U.S. Economic Overview
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has barely budged.  Spending activity for business 

equipment and software is about the same as in peak 

period 2008, while spending on structures remains 

22 percent below the past peak.         

Another factor that has held growth in check is 

that business startups have precipitously fallen in 

the recent cycle.  Many new entrepreneurs need to 

obtain capital before their ideas can be tested in the 

marketplace.  

LENDING ENVIRONMENT

But lending standards are overly stringent.  Bank 

balance sheets have been rebuilt with now much 

higher capital ratios than the recent 20-year average.  

Large banks in particular went through various stress 

tests and found they had enough cash and liquidity 

holdings to withstand even the severest economic 

conditions, such as 15 percent unemployment rate.  

However, the high cash holdings are simply being 

kept inside the bank and are not flowing out to 

entrepreneurs.                                                      

No doubt the uncertainties related to the full 

implementation of Dodd-Frank financial overhaul 

legislation and the new Basel-3 bank capital rules are 

holding the banks from lending more, particularly for 

commercial real estate assets which carry a bigger 

capital reserve requirement vis-à-vis government 

bonds.  

U.S. Economic Overview
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Furthermore, disagreements on spending and 

taxing scenarios continue to raise the possibilities of 

additional “fiscal cliff” scenarios.  There is concern 

that deep political disagreements may continue 

to create disagreements about taxes, spending, 

priorities, and programs.   Observers continue to 

be concerned that the economy may be pushed 

into a recession or at least a low-growth scenario 

due to political disagreements.  Not surprisingly 

the Stanford University measurement of economic 

policy uncertainty continues to remain well above 

historic average while consumer confidence remains 

well below historic average. 

HOUSING

The one positive contributor to the economy now and 

going forward will come from the sector that is rising 

from the dead: the housing sector.  After a brutal 

crash, both home sales and home prices have been 

showing consistent gains.  Residential construction 

will add about a 1/2 or 3/4 percentage point to GDP 

growth this year and next.  Moreover, rising home 

Economic uncertainty is also not helping.  The 

Eurozone economies are essentially already in 

a recession, led by a major slump in Greece and 

Portugal.  The U.S. Presidential election created an 

intense partisan divide which lingers on in current 

Congressional and Administration disagreements.   

U.S. Economic Overview
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prices are sustainable based on the fundamentals 

of affordability conditions, rising rents, and sharp 

declines in the inventory of homes available for sale.  

Both visible and shadow inventories have been falling. 

At the same time, housing starts, the traditional 

source of housing supply to meet the growing 

housing demand, are still muted. The current pace of 

approximately 900,000 units is still well below the 

1.5 million average historical level. Although sluggish, 

gains in housing starts will be forthcoming and will 

be stretched out over several years, provided the 

economy does not fall into a fresh recession or 

interest rates rise at an alarmingly fast rate.

FUNDAMENTALS

The economy closed 2012 with positive growth, 

the slow fourth quarter GDP data notwithstanding. 

Mirroring that growth, commercial real estate 

also notched a year of growth and expansion.  

Fundamentals continued improving through the 

fourth quarter of the year, with declining vacancies 

and rising rents.  The apartment sector shone 

brightly, and office and industrial spaces also 

found favorable conditions. With a strengthening 

foundation, investment sales found a higher ledge 

on their climb from the depths of the 2008-09 Great 

Recession.  

With employment in office-centered industries rising, 

demand for office buildings advanced. For office 

properties, net absorption totaled 17.4 million square 

feet in 2012, according to Reis, Inc.  The supply of 

new office space ramped up, but did not match 

demand—there were about 12.0 million square feet of 

new completions.  Vacancy rates for office properties 

are expected to hit 16.0 percent by the end of the 

first quarter of 2013 and to continue declining to 

an average 15.9 percent for the year.  The decline in 

vacancies is expected to be accompanied by a 2.6 

percent rise in rents.  

Commercial Real Estate 
Forecast

U.S. Economic Overview
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With growing international trade and a resurgent manufacturing sector, the demand for industrial space remained 

strong in 2012.  Absorption in the industrial sector totaled 92.5 million square feet over last year, and is expected 

to reach 121.8 million square feet in 2013.  With supply still expected to lag—at 43.2 million square feet in 2013—

vacancy rates are on a downward course.  

Commercial Real Estate Forecast
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Availability rates for industrial space are projected to 

reach 9.6 percent in the first quarter of this year and 

settle at 9.4 percent to year-end.  Rents are expected 

to rise 2.3 percent this year.

With cautious consumers keeping spending on 

a moderate path, the retail sector is expected to 

absorb a net 11.9 million square feet this year.  Retail 

availability will likely decline to 10.6 percent for the 

year, and rents will rise 1.5 percent. 

The apartment rental market continued to perform 

strongly and is expected to post good results in 2013.  

Net absorption is expected to exceed 270,000 units 

this year, lowering the vacancy rate to 3.9 percent 

(from 5.2% in 2011). Rent is projected to rise 4.6 

percent this year and an additional 4.7 percent in 

2014.

INVESTMENTS

Building on a foundation of growing fundamentals, 

investment sales increased for the fourth consecutive 

year.  During 2012, sales of major properties totaled 

$283.2 billion, according to Real Capital Analytics, 

a 24.0 percent year-over-year gain.  Comparatively, 

sales of smaller properties valued under $2.5 million 

rose 18.0 percent on a yearly basis, based on data 

from the National Association of Realtors  .

Commercial Real Estate Forecast

®
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The midyear slump in transaction activity was 

erased during a fourth quarter deal frenzy. Year-end 

transactions totaled $98.0 billion, making it a post-

2007 record for fourth quarter activity.  Individual 

property sales made up the bulk of transactions in 

2012, at $213.3 billion.  Portfolio transactions also 

gained strong investor interest, rising 20.4 percent 

from the prior year, to close at about $50.0 billion. 

Apartments were the clear winners in attracting 

investor dollars in 2012.  Sales of apartment buildings 

totaled $84.6 billion during the year, representing 

30.0 percent of all transactions.  Office properties, 

which have traditionally made up the largest slice of 

the market, came in second, with $77.6 billion in closed 

deals.  Retail properties accounted for 19.0 percent 

of all transactions, followed by industrial with 13.0 

percent of sales.  Hotel and land sales totaled $31.4 

billion in 2012, making up 11.0 percent of the market.

Prices for commercial assets gained in 2012, coming 

to within 20.0 percent of the 2007 peaks.  The pace of 

growth was more muted than in 2011 as deal making 

slowed at midyear. Apartments posted the strongest 

price appreciation, rising 12.0 percent on a yearly 

basis.  Office and industrial asset prices advanced 10.0 

percent and 6.0 percent year-over-year respectively.  

Based on the Real Capital Analytics Commercial 

Property Price Index (RCA CPPI), offices averaged 

$221 per square foot nationally, while industrial and 

retail properties averaged $62 and $183, respectively.

For investors in commercial real estate, 2012 

continued to provide opportunities for strong 

returns as the spreads between 10-year Treasuries 

and compressing cap rates hit new records.  Based 

Commercial Real Estate Forecast
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on Real Capital Analytics data, average cap rates 

declined about 25 basis points (bps) over the year.  

Cap rates for office properties averaged 7.1 percent, 

with industrial and retail at 7.7 percent and 7.3 

percent, respectively.  Apartment capitalization rates 

reached 6.1 percent for the year.  These figures led to 

spreads exceeding 500 bps for all properties, except 

apartments.

The national figures 

mask a great deal 

of variation across 

geographies and 

property types.  

Major metropolitan 

areas worked 

through diminishing inventories as the year wore on, 

and investors found fewer available bargains.  The 

trend provided good news to secondary and tertiary 

markets, which became more active during 2012, 

as investors found stabilizing local economies and 

higher yields attractive.

Looking at the list of top 30 markets, all had 

transactions exceeding $2.0 billion for the year, a 

welcome change from the prior four years.  The top 

three remained unchanged, with Manhattan at the 

number one spot having close to $30.0 billion in sales, 

followed by Los Angeles and Chicago, with $19.2 and 

$11.8 billion in transactions respectively.  However, 

the list changes in the ensuing slots.  Boston, which 

ranked fourth in 2011 dropped to number eight, to be 

replaced to Seattle, which recorded a 123.0 percent 

yearly jump in sales.  Likewise, San Francisco moved 

up to the fifth spot in 2012 from the eighth in 2011, 

posting over $10.1 billion in sales, a 43.0 percent year-

over-year gain.  

Other markets which recorded strong investor 

interest and noticeable yearly volume growth were 

San Jose (up 69%), Austin (up 94%), Orange County 

(up 82%), Baltimore (up 70%) and Charlotte (up 56%).  

In keeping with investors searching higher returns in 

smaller cities, secondary and tertiary markets as a 

group recorded faster growth than primary markets 

Commercial Real Estate Forecast
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during 2012.  This trend bode well for formerly 

troubled markets like Phoenix and Miami, which 

found the influx of capital a welcome change.  

Distressed commercial property sales moderated 

during 2012.  Total commercial distress stood at $164.0 

billion in the fourth quarter of last year according to 

Real Capital Analytics.  The office and apartment 

sectors accounted for close to 45.0 percent of the 

balance, with retail, industrial and hotel sectors 

splitting the remainder fairly evenly.  Positively, 

the resolution of troubled properties reached 58.0 

percent across all property types, leading to a 10.0 

percent decline in total outstanding distress volume.  

CMBS holders still maintain the largest amount of 

outstanding distressed properties, accounting for 

$80.6 billion of troubled properties.  Domestic banks 

are the second largest holder of troubled properties, 

with $37.7 billion in distress.  On average, lenders 

recovered 66.0 percent of existing balances when 

there was a default.  With loan maturities remaining 

high, distressed sales will likely remain part of the 

landscape for the next few years.

While Eurozone swings proved more muted in 2012, 

policy and regulatory actions kept some sources 

of lending constrained.  Consequently, private 

capital remained the main investor in commercial 

markets, accounting for 41.0 percent of acquisitions.  

Institutional investors and equity funds regained 

their confidence and upped their allocations to real 

estate investments to $81.1 billion in 2012, making up 

29.0 percent of the market. REITs were especially 

active during 2012, especially in portfolio sales.  

Cross-border investors acquired $22.7 billion worth 

of commercial real estate, comprising 8.0 percent 

Commercial Real Estate Forecast
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of the 2012 market, with sovereign-wealth funds finding the returns and stability of U.S. markets particularly 

appealing.

With rising deals and investor confidence, CCIM members provided insights into their markets in a January/

February 2013 survey.

•     53% of CCIM members indicated more deals in 2012 compared to the comparable period the year before,  

      while only 11% indicated fewer activities.  

•     The deals were driven primarily by buyers looking for properties rather than sellers looking to unload.  54% of 

      respondents indicated more serious inquiries related to wanting to buy, while only 6% said more inquiries

      about wanting to sell.

•     Property prices appear to have stabilized and risen in some areas—50% of respondents reported prices similar 

      to last year, while 30% reported higher prices.  

•    Rents appear to be rising, as well, with 40% of CCIMs indicating similar rents versus the prior year and 32% 

      of respondents indicating rents are higher.

•    Cap rates were reported to be stable, with 62% of practitioners indicating rates in line with last year.  The 

      below breakouts the average reported cap rate by sectors:  

o Apartment/Multifamily: 6.8%

o Office CBD: 8.1%

o Office Suburban: 8.3%

o Industrial Warehouse: 8.1%

CCIM Member Responses

Commercial Real Estate Forecast
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o Industrial Flex: 8.2%

o Retail: 8.1%

o Hotel/Lodging: 8.4%

o Development: 10.6%

•    A majority (53%) of respondents expects rents and prices to move roughly together in the upcoming years. 

     22% said rent growth will outpace price growth, while 25% indicated the opposite, with prices expected to 

     outperform rents.

•    CCIM respondents found cap rate divergence between buyers and sellers to be better aligned compared to 

     last year.  Though the gap exists, significantly more respondents indicated a narrowing of the gap in cap rates 

     between the two parties (49%) compared to those indicating a widening of the gap (8%).  

•    Independent of agreeing to the cap rate by buyers and sellers, respondents reported that the deal may not  

       get realized if the buyer cannot obtain financing.  Though 21% of respondents indicated meaningful improvement   

CCIM Member Responses

    in credit availability this year compared to last year (when the commercial real estate credit accessibility was 

     very tough), 55% are still reporting only a marginal improvement.  

•    Current credit conditions are expected to improve, according to 47% of CCIM respondents, while 49% 

     consider the current tightness to be the new normal.    

For commercial properties, fundamentals are expected to steadily improve.  With moderate gains in employment 

and consumer spending, absorption for office, industrial and retail spaces will continue to grow, driving availability 

rates lower.  Demand for rental housing is projected to continue on a strong upward trend in 2013, as household 

formation increases and supply lags in most markets.  In return, landlords will feel more confident about upping 

rents and cutting back on concessions.

The overall direction for commercial real estate points to stable growth amid uncertainties. Lingering concerns 
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remain about the pace of U.S. economic growth and the looming fiscal cliffs of one variation or another, along 

with remaining legislative and regulatory issues looming in Congress.

% N

1. Compared to this time last year, how is your deal flow?

> More deals

> About the same 

> Fewer deals

53%

36%

11%

175

121

36

2. Property price compared with prices one year ago.

> The property price is higher now than if sold last year

> About the same as last year

> The property price is lower now than if sold last year

> Cannot say because it is difficult to compare, or had no transaction this year

29%

50%

10%

11%

97

164

34

35

3. Level of rental income (net rent after all concessions) compared with one year ago.

> Rents are higher by more than 5%

> Rents are higher by 1% to 5%

> About the same as last year

5%

27%

40%

17

86

128

CCIM Member Responses

CCIM Survey Results
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% N

3. Level of rental income (net rent after all concessions) compared with one year ago. 

(continued)

> Rents are lower by 1% to 5%

> Rents are lower by more than 5%

> Cannot say; it is difficult to compare, there are no tenants, or had no transaction this year

9%

6%

14%

28

18

44

4. Cap rate compared with one year ago.

> Higher cap rate

> About the same

> Lower cap rate

12%

62%

26%

38

192

80

5. Cap rates in your current market.

> Apartment/Multifamily

> Office CBD

> Office Suburban

> Industrial Warehouse

> Industrial Flex

       > Retail

> Hotel/Lodging

       > Development

6.8%

8.1%

8.3%

8.1%

8.2%

8.1%

8.4%

10.6%

6. Compared to this time last year, how would you qualify buyer interest?

> More serious inquiries related to wanting to buy 54% 177

CCIM Survey Results 
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% N

6. Compared to this time last year, how would you qualify buyer interest? (continued)

> About the same as last year

> More serious inquiries related to wanting to sell

> Fewer serious inquiries in general

32%

6%

8%

104

18

27

7. Current difference in perception (that is, the gap in cap rates) compared to one year ago.

> The gap is narrowing with a better chance of completing a deal

> The gap is about the same

> The gap is widening with less chance of completing a deal

49% 

44% 

8%

152 

137

24

8. Current financing conditions compared to conditions one year ago.

> Credit availability has meaningfully improved from last year

> Credit availability has only marginally improved

> Credit availability just as tight as last year with no improvement

> Credit availability has turned for the worse and is even tighter than last year

21% 

55% 

23% 

2%

66

175

73

7

9. Clients’ expectation related to future spread outlook over next 2 to 3 years.

> Treasury yields will rise and force cap rates upward by roughly the same magnitude

> Treasury yields will rise, but it will only minimally impact cap rates because of the current 

wide buffer zone (the gap between cap rate and Treasury yield)

> Treasury yields will remain about the same for an extended period and cap rates will also 

remain about the same as now

6% 

11%

59%

16

32

167

CCIM Survey Results
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% N

9. Clients’ expectation related to future spread outlook over next 2 to 3 years. (continued)

> Treasury yields will remain low for an extended period and cap rates will fall closer to 

historical spreads (from the current wide gap)

> Cap rates will fall, independent of how Treasury yields move

> Both Treasury yields and cap rates will fall

14%

7%

3%

40

21

9

10. Expectation regarding rent growth and property prices over the next 2 to 3 years.

> Rent growth will outpace price growth

> Rent growth will lag behind price growth

> Both rent growth and price growth will move roughly the same amount

22%

26%

53%

71

83

172

11. Expectation regarding financing over the next 2 to 3 years.

> The current tight conditions will be the new normal because of many new financial market 

regulations

> Credit will be more readily accessible over time

> Credit will become even more difficult to access over time

49%

47%

5%

161

156

15

CCIM Survey Results
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City State Score Leading Indicator Bankruptcy 
Filings (2012 

vs. 2011)

Unemployment 
Claims (2012 vs. 

2011)

Employed (Dec. 
2012 vs. Dec. 2011)

Total Permits 
(2012 vs. 2011)

Phoenix AZ B 84.38 -22% -9% 3% 50%

Tucson AZ A 90.63 -22% -9% 2% 43%

Los Angeles CA B 81.25 -22% -9% 2% 28%

San Bernardino/

Riverside

CA A 87.50 -22% -9% 1% 9%

Sacramento CA A 87.50 -22% -9% 1% 15%

San Diego CA B 81.25 -22% -9% 2% 17%

San Francisco CA B 75.00 -22% -9% 3% 39%

San Jose CA B 75.00 -22% -9% 3% 43%

Colorado Springs CO B 75.00 -12% -10% 0% 29%

Denver CO C 68.75 -12% -10% 3% 87%

Hartford CT A 93.75 -14% -6% 0% 27%

Washington DC A 87.50 -10% -7% 1% 28%

Jacksonville FL B 78.13 -12% -14% 1% 85%

Miami FL B 81.25 -12% -14% 0% 60%

Orlando FL B 75.00 -12% -14% 2% 104%

Tampa - 

St. Petersburg

FL B 75.00 -12% -14% 2% 42%

Atlanta GA B 78.13 -12% -15% 2% 56%

Metropolitan Economic Outlook
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Metropolitan Economic Outlook

City State Score Leading Indicator Bankruptcy 
Filings (2012 

vs. 2011)

Unemployment 
Claims (2012 vs. 

2011)

Employed (Dec. 
2012 vs. Dec. 2011)

Total Permits 
(2012 vs. 2011)

Chicago IL B 75.00 -6% -1% 1% 18%

Indianapolis IN B 84.38 -8% -11% 1% 1%

Lexington KY B 78.13 -10% -15% 4% 8%

Louisville KY B 75.00 -10% -15% 3% 54%

New Orleans LA A 87.50 -7% -12% 0% 2%

Boston MA B 81.25 -17% -1% 2% 46%

Baltimore MD C 71.88 -7% -7% 1% 60%

Detroit MI B 78.13 -14% -8% 0% 41%

Minneapolis MN B 75.00 -12% -14% 1% 104%

St. Louis MO B 81.25 -3% -17% 1% 21%

Kansas City MO B 78.13 -3% -17% 1% 56%

Greensboro/

Winston-Salem

NC C 71.88 -8% -9% 2% -1%

Raleigh-Durham NC C 65.63 -8% -9% 2% 99%

Charlotte NC C 65.63 -8% -9% 3% 85%

Omaha NE A 90.63 -12% -9% 2% 13%

Albuquerque NM B 84.38 -15% -13% -1% 34%

Las Vegas NV B 81.25 -27% -6% 2% 42%

Buffalo NY C 65.63 -15% 1% 0% -8%
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Metropolitan Economic Outlook

City State Score Leading Indicator Bankruptcy 
Filings (2012 

vs. 2011)

Unemployment 
Claims (2012 vs. 

2011)

Employed (Dec. 
2012 vs. Dec. 2011)

Total Permits 
(2012 vs. 2011)

New York NY C 65.63 -15% 1% 1% 19%

Cleveland OH B 84.38 -14% -7% 1% 22%

Columbus OH B 75.00 -14% -7% 2% 59%

Cincinnati OH B 75.00 -14% -7% 2% -2%

Oklahoma City OK C 71.88 -9% -18% 3% 59%

Tulsa OK B 75.00 -9% -18% 2% -5%

Portland OR B 75.00 -13% -10% 1% 44%

Pittsburgh PA B 78.13 -13% -3% 1% 12%

Philadelphia PA B 81.25 -13% -3% 1% 23%

Providence RI A 90.63 -17% -5% 1% 2%

Charleston SC C 68.75 -1% -11% 1% 69%

Columbia SC B 81.25 -1% -11% 1% 30%

Greenville SC B 81.25 -1% -11% 0% 29%

Knoxville TN B 75.00 -6% -20% 2% 8%

Nashville TN C 71.88 -6% -20% 2% 46%

Chattanooga TN B 78.13 -6% -20% 1% 29%

Memphis TN C 68.75 -6% -20% 0% 52%

Austin TX D 62.50 -7% -4% 4% 73%

Dallas TX C 65.63 -7% -4% 3% 35%
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City State Score Leading Indicator Bankruptcy 
Filings (2012 

vs. 2011)

Unemployment 
Claims (2012 vs. 

2011)

Employed (Dec. 
2012 vs. Dec. 2011)

Total Permits 
(2012 vs. 2011)

Houston TX C 65.63 -7% -4% 3% 41%

San Antonio TX C 68.75 -7% -4% 3% 28%

Salt Lake City UT C 71.88 -12% -9% 3% 0%

Richmond VA B 75.00 -12% -9% 0% 56%

Seattle WA C 71.88 -12% -8% 3% 51%

Milwaukee WI B 75.00 -7% -12% 0% 13%

Birmingham AL C 71.88 -7% -17% 0% 62%

Little Rock AR B 81.25 -12% -12% 0% -3%

New Haven CT A 90.63 -14% -6% 1% -9%

Wichita KS B 75.00 -10% -7% 3% 18%

Rochester NY C 65.63 -15% 1% 0% 19%

Syracuse NY C 71.88 -15% 1% 0% 58%

Dayton OH B 81.25 -14% -7% 1% 39%

Ventura County CA A 87.50 -22% -9% 2% 21%

Westchester NY B 75.00 -15% 1% 0% 9%

Norfolk/Hampton 

Roads

VA B 81.25 -12% -9% 1% 19%

Tacoma WA B 75.00 -12% -8% 3% 51%

Orange County CA B 81.25 -22% -9% 0% -6%

Metropolitan Economic Outlook
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City State Score Leading Indicator Bankruptcy 
Filings (2012 

vs. 2011)

Unemployment 
Claims (2012 vs. 

2011)

Employed (Dec. 
2012 vs. Dec. 2011)

Total Permits 
(2012 vs. 2011)

Palm Beach FL B 75.00 -12% -14% 0% 164%

Fairfield County CT A 90.63 -14% -6% -3% 1%

Fort Lauderdale FL B 81.25 -12% -14% 1% 60%

Fort Worth TX C 65.63 -7% -4% 3% 35%

Long Island NY C 71.88 -15% 1% 0% 19%

Northern New 

Jersey

NJ C 65.63 -17% 14% 1% 64%

Oakland-East Bay CA B 78.13 -22% -9% 2% 39%

Suburban 

Maryland

MD C 71.88 -7% -7% 3% 28%

Suburban Virginia VA B 75.00 -12% -9% 2% 28%

Durham NC D 62.50 -8% -9% 3% 82%

Raleigh-Cary NC C 65.63 -8% -9% 2% 99%

Central New 

Jersey

NJ C 71.88 -17% 14% 0% 15%

Metropolitan Economic Outlook
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Sponsors
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®

The Mission of the National Association of Realtors® Research Division is to collect and disseminate timely, accurate and 
comprehensive real estate data and to conduct economic analysis in order to inform and engage members, consumers, 
and policy makers and the media in a professional and accessible manner.

The Research Division monitors and analyzes economic indicators, including gross domestic product, retail sales, industrial 
production, producer price index, and employment data that impact commercial markets over time. Additionally, NAR 
Research examines how changes in the economy affect the commercial real estate business, and evaluates regulatory 
and legislative policy proposals for their impact on Realtors®, their clients and America’s property owners.

The Research Division provides several products covering commercial real estate including:
• Commercial Real Estate Outlook  • Commercial Real Estate Quarterly Market Survey
• Commercial Real Estate Lending Survey • Commercial Member Profile

To find out about other products from NAR’s Research Division, visit www.realtor.org/research-and-statistics.
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influence the commercial real estate industry. Visit www.CCIM.com for more information.
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